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ABSTRACT
Authoritative nameservers are delegated to provide the final re-
source record. Since the security and robustness of DNS are critical
to the general operation of the Internet, domain owners are required
to deploy multiple candidate nameservers for load balancing. Once
the load balancing mechanism is compromised, an adversary can
manipulate a large number of legitimate DNS requests to a speci-
fied candidate nameserver. As a result, it may bypass the defense
mechanisms used to filter malicious traffic that can overload the
victim nameserver, or lower the bar for DNS traffic hijacking and
cache poisoning attacks.

In this study, we report on a class of DNS vulnerabilities and
present a novel attack, named Disablance, that targets the domains
with different NS records severing to multiple sites of authorita-
tive servers. The attack is made possible by a misconfiguration of
nameservers that ignores domains outside their authority, com-
bined with recursive resolvers that use a globally shared status
for nameserver selection. By targeting authoritative nameservers
configured by a large number of domains, Disablance allows adver-
saries to stealthily sabotage the DNS load balancing for authoritative
nameservers at a low cost. Through simply configuring the DNS
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records for a domain under their control to point to the targeted
nameservers and performing a handful of requests, adversaries can
temporarily manipulate a given DNS resolver to overload a spe-
cific authoritative server. Therefore, Disablance can redirect benign
DNS requests for all hosted domains to the specific nameserver
and disrupts the load balancing mechanism. Our extensive study
proves the security threat of Disablance is realistic and prevalent.
First, we demonstrated that mainstream DNS implementations, in-
cluding BIND9, PowerDNS, and Microsoft DNS, are vulnerable to
Disablance. Second, we developed a measurement framework to
measure vulnerable authoritative servers in the wild. 22.24% of top
1M FQDNs and 3.94% of top 1M SLDs were proven can be the vic-
tims of Disablance. Our measurement results also show that 37.88%
of stable open resolvers and 10 of 14 popular public DNS services
can be exploited to conduct Disablance, including Cloudflare and
Quad9. Furthermore, the critical security threats of Disablance were
observed and acknowledged through in-depth discussion with a
world-leading DNS service provider. We have reported discovered
vulnerabilities and provided recommendations to the affected ven-
dors. Until now, Tencent Cloud (DNSPod) and Amazon have taken
action to fix this issue according to our suggestions.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Network security; • Networks →
Naming and addressing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Domain Name System (DNS) provides critical services for map-
ping user-friendly domains to IP addresses. Nowadays, DNS serves
as one of the fundamental cornerstones of mainstream Internet ser-
vices and provides trusted anchors in modern security paradigms,
such as digital certificate issuance [28, 36] and email sender au-
thentication [43, 45]. Therefore, the robustness of domain naming
services is crucial to global Internet activities.

To improve the stability of naming services and resist denial-of-
service (DoS) attacks, a “built-in” load balancing mechanism was
introduced by DNS specifications [7]. Since the DNS is structured
as a distributed system, the delegation of a domain can depend
on a set of authoritative nameservers to facilitate robustness. As
the DNS specification requires, each DNS zone should maintain at
least two authoritative servers [62]. RFC 2182 further requires these
nameservers to be geographically and topologically diverse [72]. As
such, domain owners often deploy multiple authoritative servers.
The percentage of SLDs that meet the requirements of the above
standards is increasing over time [7].

The consequences of compromising the DNS load balancing
mechanism of authoritative servers are extremely severe. Unlike
most classical DoS attacks, disrupting load balancing allows an
adversary to redirect legitimate DNS traffic and overload the victim
without generating malicious traffic. This fact has been demon-
strated in a body of work. For example, such overload can by-
pass the defense mechanisms that detect and filter malicious traf-
fic [34, 61, 96]. In addition, when adversaries disable DNS load
balancing, they significantly lower the bar of carrying out other
attacks, such as traffic hijacking and cache poisoning, since most
traffic is directed to the specific nameserver. For instance, Dai et
al. [26] confirmed that eliminating candidates provided by DNS
load balancing is essential for obtaining fraudulent certificates from
Let’s Encrypt. Furthermore, such attacks provide an opportunity
for adversaries to manipulate how the recursive resolver distributes
DNS traffic among nameservers. As a result, the impact of such
attacks is more severe on the infrastructure of DNS-based load
balancing systems, such as upper-layer web applications.
Research gap. Given the significance, though, few studies have
investigated the security risks of the standard solution for DNS load
balancing. A recent study presented a taxonomy of attacks on DNS
load balancing [26], including IP fragmentation, rate-limiting, and
low-rate bursts. However, we believe that the real-world impact of
the above attacks are strictly limited [54, 56, 99, 100]. As evidence,
less than 0.7% of authoritative servers of Alexa Top 100K domains
are vulnerable to IP fragmentation attacks [99]. Rate-limiting at-
tacks rely on brute-force DoS traffic, which can be easily detected
by the targets [56]. And low-rate bursts attack requires accurate
time synchronization and is challenging to implement in the real
world [100].

Our study. In this paper, we report on a new class of DNS vul-
nerabilities that can disrupt the DNS load balancing mechanism of
popular domains in a stealthy manner. These domains are typically
configured with multiple NS records that point to authoritative
servers, which in turn also host many other domains. Especially,
our proposed attack can be initiated by performing a small number
of DNS queries. Thus, it allows an adversary to break the DNS load
balancing mechanism in a cost-effective and stealthy manner.

The root causes of the vulnerabilities we identified are two-
fold. First, a prevalent misconfiguration of authoritative servers
is revealed. Probably due to the consideration of mitigating DoS
attacks, extensive authoritative servers are configured to not re-
spond to DNS requests which are outside of their authority. Second,
the function of selecting candidate nameservers implemented in
mainstream recursive resolvers has proven flawed. In general, DNS
resolvers attempt to select the authoritative servers with the lowest
network latency. If this query fails, it will fail over and attempt the
query on the next authoritative server [3, 64, 95, 97]. To improve
the efficiency of the following DNS resolution, the status of name-
servers that fail to respond will be cached [11]. Unfortunately, the
status could be a globally shared resource, in which case it applies
to all queries to that specific nameserver.

By combining the above characteristics, adversaries can ma-
nipulate the nameserver selection results of recursive resolvers.
Specifically, they can register a domain and set up the nameserver
records to all of the victim’s authoritative servers, except the ones
that they wish to overload. The exploitable authoritative servers
ignore DNS requests for domains not hosted on them. Then, the
attacker generates DNS queries to globally distributed resolvers,
including public DNS and open resolvers. Since most of the victim’s
nameservers failed to respond, the unavailable status will be cached
at global resolvers. Consequently, the following legitimate queries
for all domains delegated to such nameservers will be forwarded to
the targeted authoritative server. We refer to the proposed attack
as DNS Load Balancing Disabler (Disablance).
Our findings. In this paper, we performed a systematic evaluation
study for Disablance and demonstrated that the proposed attack is
realistic and efficient in the real world. First, through reviewing of
source code and conducting simulation experiments, we confirmed
popular DNS software (BIND9 [38], PowerDNS [68] and Microsoft
DNS [58, 59]) were vulnerable and can be leveraged to initiate Dis-
ablance. It should be highlighted that an adversary can cause a DNS
resolver to overload a given authoritative server with thousands of
DNS queries by sending several crafted DNS requests.

Second, we designed and implemented a measurement frame-
work named DMiner to understand the pervasiveness of affected
authoritative servers. Our measurement results show that, 22.24%
of the top 1M SecRank [93] FQDNs and 3.94% of the top 1M
Tranco [48] SLDs can be targeted by Disablance. Some exploitable
popular domains are serving critical network services, such as E-
commerce, cloud, and medical services. Even some world-leading
DNS hosting service providers are proven to be affected, such as
Tencent Cloud (DNSPod) [82] (hosting 6.26% of the top 1M SecRank
and 0.81% of the top 1M Tranco). To roughly estimate the traffic ad-
versaries may impact, we analyzed the passive DNS data of FQDNs
corresponding to the vulnerable SLDs we identified. During the
one-week period that DMiner tested vulnerable nameservers, we
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observed 61,601,477 unique FQDNs, indicating that a large amount
of DNS traffic can be diverted by Disablance.

Third, Disablance can amplify and divert legitimate requests for
all hosted domains to a given authoritative server. Zooming in
a single affected domain, Disablance amplifies its legitimate DNS
traffic by an average of 8.51 times (46 timesmaximum). Interestingly,
the domains with high requirements for availability and stability,
which deploy more authoritative servers for DNS load balancing,
are suffering from greater amplification impact (e.g., 32 times for
eight financial institutions and 46 times for a technology company).

We reported the identified vulnerabilities and had an in-depth
discussion with leading DNS service providers. Surprisingly, a DNS
provider reported evidence of Disablance in their network. Over
81 hours, the public recursive resolvers they operated on were
observed to query an oversea authoritative server without referring
any candidates closer. Extremely higher network latency (21 times
more than normal) for the targeted nameserver was also reported.
They acknowledged the real-world security threats of Disablance
against their hosting services, including bypassing existing DoS
defense mechanisms.
Contributions. The contributions of this paper are listed below:
•Novel attack. We conducted an in-depth study on the DNS load bal-
ancing mechanism and uncovered a vulnerability that adversaries
can exploit to disrupt its functionality.
• Comprehensive measurement to evaluate the attacks. We developed
a measurement framework and systematically evaluated the real-
world impact of our proposed attack.
• Responsible disclosure. We have responsibly disclosed issues to
vendors and service providers with mitigation options. Until now,
Tencent Cloud and Amazon have taken action to fix it.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 DNS Basics
The resolution process starts when a client requests a recursive
resolver to resolve a domain. Since the domain name space is or-
ganized as a hierarchical structure, the recursive resolver should
forward the query to a root server. Subsequently, the resolver will
contact the top-level domain (TLD) server, the second-level domain
(SLD) server, and the domain’s authoritative server. Once the re-
cursive resolver receives the final answer from the authoritative
server, it forwards the response to the client [62].

Recursive resolvers and authoritative servers play crucial roles
in the DNS resolution process. Recursive resolvers provide DNS
resolution for their clients. Some recursive resolvers are open and
provide resolution services for anyone connected to the Internet
(e.g., Google [32], Quad9 [75], OpenDNS [20], etc.), while others
only serve a specific network (e.g., ISPs, university campus, etc.).
Authoritative servers are designed to be authorized to provide
resource records for a specific domain, and should not provide
answers for other domains which are outside their authority.

2.2 DNS Hosting Service
Overview of DNS hosting. DNS hosting is a third-party network
service that provides DNS resolution services. DNS hosting plat-
form simplifies the complex work for customers and helps manage
DNS resource records efficiently [98]. Usually, DNS hosting services

are integrated with domain registrars or web hosting providers.
A number of well-known DNS hosting services include Cloud-
flare [22], Dyn [70], Tencent Cloud [82], Alibaba Cloud [6], and
Namecheap [66]. Third-party DNS hosting services are widely
adopted by popular domains and have even contributed to the
centralization of Internet traffic. Recent researches show that 89%
of the top 100K websites use third-party DNS services [40, 63].
Load balancing for authoritative servers. To achieve the goals
of providing fault tolerance and improving resilience against DoS
attacks, operators of DNS hosting services strive to adopt DNS traf-
fic load balancing mechanisms. Specifically, the customer’s domain
name is usually configured with a set of authoritative servers to
handle DNS requests. Moreover, each nameserver can point to sev-
eral physical instances. As a result, DNS requests toward a hosted
domain will be distributed among multiple instances with different
IP addresses. When a DNS service provider has multiple servers in
different geographical locations, it will provide resilience to world-
wide customers. As an example, a recursive resolver witnesses a
total of 14 choices (authoritative servers) to query a domain hosted
on the Tencent Cloud (DNSPod), as shown in Figure 1.

;; ANSWER SECTION:
foo_dnspod.com. 86400 IN NS f1g1ns1.dnspod.net.
foo_dnspod.com. 86400 IN NS f1g1ns2.dnspod.net.
;; ADDITIONAL SECTION
f1g1ns1.dnspod.net. 172800 IN A 1.12.0.4

...
f1g1ns2.dnspod.net. 172800 IN A 223.166.151.21

...
(15 IP addresses in total)

Figure 1: Delegation records for a domain hosting on DNSPod

2.3 Authoritative Servers Selection Strategy
As mentioned above, large DNS services tend to map resource
records to a set of physical sites. However, a resolver is only required
to select and interact with one physical site during a resolution
process. The DNS specification describes that: A recursive resolver
should “find the best servers to ask” [62], and mainstream DNS
software implements different selection strategies for this recom-
mendation, such as searching for low latency, picking a nameserver
at random or round robin [3, 95]. In 2017, Müller et al. [64] con-
ducted a large-scale re-evaluation study to examine how recursive
resolvers select authoritative servers. They demonstrated that most
recursive resolvers check all authoritative servers over time, with
about half of the resolvers showing a preference for low latency.

The strategy of authoritative server selection plays a significant
role in the load balancing of authoritative servers. While worldwide
resolvers pick the fastest candidate from their perspectives, they are
also scheduled to query the geographically nearest authoritative
servers. In addition, an overloaded server typically responds with
high latency or even fails to respond. This may cause resolvers to
consider other idle candidates instead of overloaded ones.

In this paper, we present that an adversary can exploit the se-
lection strategy to restrict the options of responsive nameservers
for the resolver, then force into querying a candidate specified by
the attacker. As a result, the load balancing of authoritative servers
will be invalid.
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2.4 Security Implications of Disrupting DNS
Load Balancing

Bypassing DoS defense mechanisms and overloading name-
servers. Disabling DNS load balancing allows attackers to redirect
legitimate DNS traffic to a specified target. Such overloads can by-
pass various defense mechanisms against traditional DoS attacks,
including detecting and filtering malicious traffic [34, 61, 96]. Specif-
ically, detecting mechanisms identify malicious packets accord-
ing to a series of characterizations. Examples include IP traceback
schemes [49] and IP spoof detection [53]. Filtering mechanisms
utilize results from detecting mechanisms to filter out the attack
streams completely or impose rate limits [61]. However, attackers,
who disrupt DNS load balancing mechanisms, divert all legitimate
traffic to a victim instead of generating distinguishable malicious
traffic. As a result, no malicious traffic or client can be detected or
filtered. The choices remaining for victims are increasing hardware
capability or ignoring packets from benign clients.
Lowering the bar for traffic hijacking and cache poisoning.
To manipulate DNS responses, attackers may hijack the network
path of DNS traffic or poison the DNS cache of recursive resolvers.
However, DNS load balancing mechanism provides multiple can-
didate authoritative servers, which can be deployed on different
geolocations or autonomous systems (AS). To ensure the success
of a hijacking attack, an adversary needs to hijack enough net-
work paths toward all candidate nameservers. Also, the attacker
must inject the forged response matching the destination address
of candidate nameserver selected by the resolver. Disrupting the
load balancing eliminates the possibility for clients to query diverse
nameservers at the NS record level and at the IP address level. As
a result, manipulation of DNS responses becomes less challeng-
ing since a unique path is dedicated to victims. In a recent study,
researchers proved that disrupting load balancing is essential for
advanced attacks, such as acquiring fraudulent TLS certificates [26].
Disrupting the infrastructure of DNS-based load balancing
systems. Upper-layer application (e.g., cloud services and API for
IoT devices) servers tend to utilize load balancing mechanisms
to improve their robustness. One main-stream implementation is
DNS-based load balancing [23, 41]. Typically, DNS-based load bal-
ancing techniques are deployed on authoritative servers. Some
implementations even directly configure each authoritative server
to respond with different resource record sets. Therefore, an attack
against such implementations can have a damaging impact on the
whole infrastructure and the application servers deployed on it
(Section 5.4).

3 DISABLANCE ATTACK
In this section, we first introduce the threat model of the proposed
attack (Section 3.1). Then, we dive deeper into the attack details
(Section 3.2).

3.1 Threat Model
Disablance (DNS Load Balancing Disabler) aims to disrupt the load
balancing mechanism of authoritative servers. The key idea is that,
by exploiting the response strategy of authoritative servers, an
adversary can manipulate the priority of authoritative servers from

the view of a resolver and further force the resolver only to select
a given authoritative server for future queries.

In this paper, we assume that adversaries have limited capabili-
ties: First, adversaries are off-path. They cannot hijack or eavesdrop
on network traffic between clients and servers. Second, adversaries
are only required to generate simple DNS queries (i.e., A records of
a domain). They do not need to craft unusual or malformed packets
(e.g., IP address spoofing or triggering IP fragmentation). Third,
adversaries are excepted to send packets at a low speed. They can
not overload the bandwidth and further trigger the rate limit of any
servers.

For the victims, we assume that a set of victim domains utilize
authoritative servers provided byDNS hosting services [40]. Consid-
ering a recursive resolver shares the priority status of nameservers
across all domains, adversaries promote the recursive resolver to
perform DNS queries targeting a set of authoritative servers, which
ignore requests for domains outside their authority. As a result, the
resolver will temporarily lower the priority of such authoritative
servers. Following, no matter what domain is being queried, the re-
cursive resolver will avoid selecting the set of authoritative servers
for a period (Section 4). Consequently, this leaves the resolver with
a single authoritative server to interact with, which undermines
the load balancing mechanism of all the domains hosted on these
servers.

Later we will show that Disablance is highly efficient (Section 4
and 5): By just sending several DNS packets, an adversary can make
the resolver overload a targeted authoritative server with thousands
of queries from legitimate Internet users.

3.2 Attack Overview
As mentioned above, due to the considerations of mitigating DoS
traffic and filtering unwanted DNS queries, some authoritative
servers are configured to silently drop requests for domains that are
outside of their authority instead of directly returning any negative
answer (e.g., REFUSED or NXDOMAIN). As we will show in Section 7,
operators silently ignore such queries as a defense mechanism.

To illustrate the steps of Disablance, we provide an example of
DNS delegation records for a domain, e.g., hostedDomain.com. As
shown in Figure 2: the DNS queries for the domain are distributed
among different instances (i.e., IP1-4).

$ dig hostedDomain.com NS
...

;; ANSWER SECTION:
hostedDomain.com. 3600 IN NS ns1.hostingService.com.
hostedDomain.com. 3600 IN NS ns2.hostingService.com.

;; ADDITIONAL SECTION
ns1.hostingService.com. 3600 IN A IP1
ns1.hostingService.com. 3600 IN A IP2
ns2.hostingService.com. 3600 IN A IP3
ns2.hostingService.com. 3600 IN A IP4

Figure 2: DNS records of a hosted domain.

To break the DNS load balancing mechanism, attackers need to
generate several unresponsive DNS queries to a given recursive
resolver. They first configure the DNS records of an arbitrary do-
main controlled by them to point to authoritative servers of the
hosting provider. Note that, attackers are not required to sign up with
the hosting provider. Then, attackers set the nameserver records to
point to all of the provider’s authoritative servers except one. We
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$ dig attack-1.com NS
...

;; ANSWER SECTION:
attack-1.com. 3600 IN NS ns2.hostingService.com.

;; ADDITIONAL SECTION
ns2.hostingService.com. 3600 IN A IP3
ns2.hostingService.com. 3600 IN A IP4

$ dig attack-2.com NS
...

;; ANSWER SECTION:
attack-2.com. 3600 IN NS ns.attacker.com.

;; ADDITIONAL SECTION
ns.attacker.com. 3600 IN A IP2
ns.attacker.com. 3600 IN A IP3
ns.attacker.com. 3600 IN A IP4

Figure 3: DNS records of attacking domains.

refer to this subset as unresposiveNS, while the remaining server is
targetedNS.

Next, they send several DNS queries to the targeted resolver.
There are several ways to execute this. For open DNS resolvers,
attackers only need to query the resolver directly. For a resolver
that only serves a limited network, they can take advantage of large-
scale measurement platforms or residential proxies, in which their
vantage points are distributed worldwide [52, 80, 92]. Alternatively,
they can also spread ads or emails containing content pointing to
their domains. Machines in different networks will query attackers’
domains while loading such ads or emails [16, 19, 51]. Since no
voluntary participation of normal users is required, the popularity
of attackers’ domain does not affect the influence of Disablance.

Finally, unresposiveNS servers silently ignore DNS queries crafted
by adversaries. Then, the globally distributed recursive resolvers
treat these unresposiveNS as unavailable and lower their priority in
subsequent DNS resolutions. All domain names hosted on the
hostingService.com (not just hostedDomain.com) are affected.
A huge volume of DNS requests from legitimate users for those
domains will overwhelm the targetedNS server for a period.

3.3 Attack Details
We present that the Disablance has two technical variants: adver-
saries divert DNS traffic from legitimate users to a single NS record
(DisablanceNS) or a single IP address (DisablanceAddress). Besides,
Disablance will severely impact upper-layer applications deployed
on DNS-based load balancing systems.
Variant I: DisablanceNS. is a type of Disablance that directs the
traffic to an NS record. Adversaries first configure the NS records of
their domain to point to a subset of the authoritative servers (i.e.,
unresposiveNS). Then, they query the recursive resolver for the do-
main. The authoritative servers ignore the query since the domain
is not actually hosted in them. As a result, the resolver lowers the
priority of servers in unresposiveNS and stops querying them for a
period. Consequently, the resolver will divert all legitimate queries
for domains hosted on the hosting provider to targetedNS. We will
evaluate the effectiveness of Disablance in Section 4).

An illustration is shown in Figure 4(a). Assuming that the DNS
records of hosted domains are configured as specified in Figure 2,
and adversaries aim to overload ns1.hostingService.com, the steps
of DisablanceNS are as follows: First, adversaries control a domain
(e.g., attack-1.com) and configure the NS records of the domain to
point to ns2.hostingService.com (attack-1.com in Figure 3). Then,
they send several queries for attack-1.com to the recursive resolver.

To prevent the resolver from caching their domain, adversaries
add a nonce value in each DNS query ([nonce].attack-1.com). The
resolver then forwards the query to ns2.hostingService.com. How-
ever, authoritative servers ignore this query because attack-1.com
is not hosted on them. The recursive resolver then lowers the pri-
ority of ns2.hostingService.com and avoids selecting it, causing
ns1.hostingService.com to be overwhelmed by legitimate queries.
Benign traffic for all domains hosted on targeted authoritative
servers can be affected.
Variant II: DisablanceAddress. is a type of Disablance that directs
the traffic to a single IP address. Unlike DisablanceNS, the resolver
in DisablanceAddress disturbs the priority of authoritative servers
based on the responsiveness of IP addresses. Thus, adversaries
set the A records for the nameservers of their domain to point to
several IP addresses of authoritative servers. We assume that the
DNS records of the hosted domains are configured as shown in
Figure 2, and adversaries specify IP1 as the target.

The steps of DisablanceAddress are shown in Figure 4(b). First,
adversaries control a domain (e.g., attack-2.com) and configure the
A records of their nameservers to point to IP2-4 (attack-2.com in
Figure 3). Similar to DisablanceNS, they issue several queries for
attack-2.com to the recursive resolver. The resolver then forwards
the queries to the authoritative servers at the specified IP address, in
which the queries will be ignored since attack-2.com is not hosted
on them. The resolver lowers the priorities of IP2-4 and avoids
selecting them, causing IP1 to be overwhelmed handling legitimate
queries. Also, benign traffic for all domains hosted on targeted
authoritative servers is affected.
Disablance and DNS-based load balancing infrastructure. Dis-
ablance can also be exploited to disrupt specific implementations of
DNS-based load balancing systems. In such systems, authoritative
servers are configured to respond with a different (or partially differ-
ent) set of resource records pointing to distinctive application server
instances. Considering resolvers distribute DNS queries among au-
thoritative servers, the application-layer traffic will also be routed
to different instances. However, when authoritative servers are
vulnerable to Disablance, clients can only query the nameserver
specified by the attacker, receiving the same DNS answer, including
the application servers returned by the targeted nameserver. There-
fore, legitimate traffic can overload certain instances of application
servers.

An example is illustrated in Figure 4(c): a hosted domain is as-
signed to 4 nameservers (nameserver1-4). Each nameserver is con-
figured to respond differently with a set of records pointing to
the application servers (server group A-D). When the recursive re-
solver is exploited by Disablance, users only receive answers from
nameserver1, which will further cause the legitimate application
traffic to be directed to an instance in group A, instead of distribut-
ing to groups A-D. As a result, access to all domains hosted on
targeted nameservers could be affected.

4 ANALYZING DNS RECURSIVE SOFTWARE
In this section, we analyze the impact of Disablance on mainstream
DNS implementations, which indicates the behavior of real-world
recursive resolvers. Our analysis is two-fold. First, we reveal how
Disablance affects popular DNS recursive software by reviewing
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attack-1.com
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(a) Variant I DisablanceNS: diverting legitimate traffic to a
single NS record.
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Figure 4: Diagrams of Disablance

their source code (Section 4.1). Second, through simulations, we
demonstrate the high efficiency of Disablance (Section 4.2).

In our experiment, we selected a set of software with a high
market share (e.g., BIND9 shares 60.2% of identified resolvers [46]),
which is a common criterion considered in previous studies [39, 46].
To this end, five DNS implementations are chosen in our study,
including BIND9 [38], Unbound [67], PowerDNS [68], Knot [24],
and Microsoft DNS (MSDNS) [58, 59].

4.1 Source-code Analysis
We aim to identify how different DNS implementations set the
priorities for nameservers. Here, we selected recent versions of
four popular open-source DNS implementations: BIND9 (9.18.4),
Unbound (1.16.1), Knot Resolver (5.5.1), and PowerDNS Recursor
(4.7.1). Each recursor was compiled from the source code in a sepa-
rate sandbox and linked to GDB remote debugger [30].We identified
the mechanism for setting nameserver priorities by dynamically
following the recursors’ execution.

Our investigation reveals that BIND9 is affected by Disablance.
BIND9 selects the nameserver with the lowest statistical latency
when resolving a domain. To achieve this, it maintains smoothed
round trip time (SRTT) for every authoritative server. After each
query, SRTT is updated according to the latency of this query or
set to a random number with a wide range of values if the query
is timed out. Since BIND9 shares the SRTT information across all
authoritative servers, adversaries can lower the priority of all candi-
dates except for the targeted one by sending unresponsive queries
to their domain (Section 3). BIND9 is affected by both DisablanceNS
and DisablanceAddress because it records the statistical latency at
the IP address level.

PowerDNS is also affected by Disablance. Similar to BIND9, Pow-
erDNS chooses the nameserver with the lowest statistical latency
and lowers the priority of those who failed to respond. However, it
compares the SRTT of nameservers based on the NS record level in-
stead of the IP address level. As a result, PowerDNS is only affected
by the DisablanceNS variant of the attack.

Unbound and Knot Resolver are not affected by the Disablance.
Both of them penalize the nameserver that failed to respond. Un-
bound maintains statistical latency for every delegation. In contrast,
Knot Resolver shares statistical information as BIND9 and Pow-
erDNS. However, it tries other candidates with a certain probability
and restores its priority immediately when it responds successfully.
The algorithm is named 𝜖-Greedy (also confirmed in comments in
source code). Initially, the algorithmwas designed for reinforcement
learning and was proposed in 1989 [89]. Therefore, it is unlikely
designed to intentionally mitigate the impact of Disablance.
Summary. We found that BIND9 and PowerDNS Recursor are
affected by the Disablance. The effectiveness of the attack on these
software are affected by the following conditions:
(1) Number of attacker’s queries: A resolver penalizes the name-
servers specified by the adversary when it processes the attacker’s
DNS query. Hence, the more attacking queries the adversary sends
to the resolvers, the more priority the resolver selects a candidate
from unresponsiveNS decreases. Consequently, the resolver becomes
more likely to choose the targetedNS for requests.
(2) Nameserver latency: BIND9 and PowerDNS use statistical la-
tency as a condition for nameserver selection. They penalize an
unresponsive nameserver by assigning an elevated latency value for
it. The attack becomes less effective when the actual latency of the
nameserver is high. In Section 5, we will detail our measurement
of the latency of authoritative servers and confirm that Disablance
is powerful in the real world.
(3) Distribution of legitimate queries that the resolver sends to name-
servers: Two implementations restore the priority of nameservers
periodically, allowing the resolver to distribute the queries among
all available nameservers. This mechanism coincidentally prevents
Disablance from permanently affecting the priority of the name-
servers at the resolver. As a result, the more dense distribution
(higher frequency) of legitimate queries that the resolver sends to
nameservers makes Disablance more impactful. Interestingly, we
further confirmed that thousands of legitimate queries are affected
when the adversary only sends several packets (Section 4.2).
(4) Variant: BIND9 records the status of nameservers at the IP ad-
dress level. DisablanceNS targets an NS record associated with a set
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of IP addresses; therefore, it affects their status simultaneously. Dis-
ablanceAddress only targets a single IP address and affects its status.
Theoretically, DisablanceNS is more efficient than DisablanceAd-
dress. However, we found no significant difference between the
two variants in real-world simulation (Section 4.2).

4.2 Real-world Simulation
We investigate the effectiveness of the attack on popular implemen-
tations by conducting two experiments that mimic the real-world
environment. For open-source implementations (BIND9 and Pow-
erDNS), we performed a white-box evaluation, allowing us to test
different combinations of conditions. In contrast, we ran a black-box
experiment on Microsoft DNS, which is closed-source.

To confirm the effectiveness of the Disablance while both legit-
imate and malicious queries are sent to a recursor, we evaluated
the continuous selection of a nameserver after the recursor handles
the attacking packets. Specifically, we built a simulative network
environment with four vulnerable nameservers and configured a
set of hosted domains that point to the nameservers (as shown in
Figure 2). Also, two attacking domains for DisablanceNS and Dis-
ablanceAddress are configured respectively (as shown in Figure 3).
After issuing attacking queries to the recursor, we send a set of
queries to mimic the behavior of benign users. Then, the count
of the legitimate queries that are continuously sent to the victim
nameserver without referring to any other candidates is reported.
This metric can measure the continuous effect of Disablance under
the impact of legitimate traffic.

To examine the effect of each of the four conditions mentioned
in 4.1, we first set a group of default values to each one. Then, we
changed every condition and observed its impact on the efficiency
of Disablance (i.e., continuous selection) while keeping other con-
ditions constant. We set the default values for each condition: 10
attacking packets, 50ms latency of nameservers, uniform distribu-
tion of legitimate queries (5 queries per second), and performing
DisablanceNS. While some may argue that those values are not
strictly representative of real-world traffic, we believe our test cov-
ers sufficient situations (mimicked more than 5 × 108 queries to
open-source recursors) to evaluate the impact of Disablance.
BIND9 and PowerDNS Recursor. Evaluating the efficiency of Dis-
ablance on BIND9 is not straightforward since its algorithm utilizes
a random number with a wide range of values (Section 4.1), and
repeated experiments are necessary to evaluate the impact of the
attack accurately. However, testing the actual resolver repeatedly
across different combinations of conditions can be time-consuming.
To evaluate efficiently, we extracted the essential code of BIND9 for
nameserver selection and executed it in a simulative environment.
Following the analysis stated in Section 4.1, we extracted all related
code to a C program (also utilized by BIND9) without unnecessary
modification. The program takes conditions as input and outputs
the selection decision. As a result, we can test a combination of
conditions by adjusting input and executing the program.

For each combination of conditions, we repeated the experiment
100 times, and the metric of continuous selection was reported. As
shown in Figure 5, each condition is discussed below:

(1) Number of attacker’s queries: We observed that the attack is
more effective and stable when the adversary issues more queries.
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Figure 5: Evaluation of attacking efficiency to BIND9

However, while receiving only one attacking query, BIND9 contin-
uously sent 5,730 legitimate queries to the targeted nameserver on
average without referring any other candidates (Figure 5(a)). The
result reveals the lower limit of Disablance is still powerful even
when the targeted resolver handles much more benign traffic than
malicious traffic.

(2) Nameserver latency: High latency of the targeted nameserver
reduces the effect of Disablance. In Section 5.2, we will show that
the latency of real-world vulnerable nameserver is less than 50ms
in 96.76% of top FQDNs and 68.57% of top SLDs. In this situation,
adversaries can cause the resolver to divert more than 7,933 queries
on average by only sending ten attacking packets while the latency
is less than 50ms (Figure 5(b)).

(3) Distribution of legitimate queries that the resolver sends to
nameservers: A more dense distribution of legitimate queries leads
to a more successful attack. Interestingly, when the frequency is
extremely high (e.g., 30 or 50 queries per second), the continuous
selection exceeds 50K, which reaches the limit of our simulation
(Figure 5(c)). The distribution is determined by the number of hosted
domains on the targeted nameserver. In Section 5.2, we demonstrate
that many vulnerable top SLDs, along with their hundred million
FQDNs, lead the resolver to send queries to nameservers frequently.

(4) Variant: In the simulation, the effects of the two variants have
no significant difference (Figure 5(d)).

With the same method, we further evaluated how these condi-
tions affect PowerDNS Recursor. PowerDNS is susceptible to only
DisablanceNS variant of the attack (Section 4.1), while other con-
ditions impact PowerDNS in the same way. i.e., more attacking
queries, lower nameserver latency, and more dense distribution of
legitimate queries result in high efficiency of Disablance.
Microsoft DNS.We evaluated two versions of MSDNS (i.e., Win-
dows Server 2022 (10.0.20348.169) and 2008R2 (6.1.7600). Except
for the recent version, we also include the older version since a
previous study reported its high market share [46].

We evaluated how Disablance impacts MSDNS through a black-
box experiment. MSDNS is a component of an operating system
(Windows Server), which is closed-source. Investigating MSDNS
using the same experiment on BIND9 and PowerDNS is impractical
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Figure 6: Evaluation of attacking efficiency to MSDNS

and time-consuming. Specifically, BIND9 and PowerDNS are open-
source software, and code extraction enabled us to evaluate various
sets of conditions. However, to test MSDNS, we need to run the
whole operating system in our simulated network environment and
reset the DNS cache before every test. Therefore, we simplified the
combination of conditions for MSDNS by evaluating two groups of
conditions and repeating every test 10 times.

Our results (Figure 6) show that both versions of MSDNS are
affected by DisablanceNS and DisablanceAddress. Sending only
one attacking query was insufficient in MSDNS, while sending
one attack query caused BIND9 to divert thousands of queries to
the targeted nameserver. However, after receiving ten attacking
queries, MSDNS diverted more than 10K legitimate queries in most
cases, while BIND9 only redirected 8K queries on average.
Summary. We conclude the result of the evaluation in Table 1.
Three of the five software we analyzed are affected by Disablance.
Two of them are affected by both DisablanceNS and DisablanceAd-
dress (i.e., BIND9, MSDNS), while one of them is only affected by
DisablanceNS (i.e., PowerDNS). For BIND9 and MSDNS, only sev-
eral packets are required for an adversary to make thousands of
packets diverting to the target nameserver.
Table 1: Summary of analyzing DNS recursive software

Software Sensitive Variant Market Share [46]

BIND9 DisablanceNS/Address 60.2+%
Unbound - 4.8+%
PowerDNS Recursor DisablanceNS 3.2+%
Microsoft DNS DisablanceNS/Address 2.5+%
Knot Resolver - (no mention)

5 MEASURING EXPLOITABLE TARGETS
In this section, we evaluate the pervasiveness of authoritative
servers, resolvers, and application servers that can be impacted
by Disablance. To this end, we designed DMiner, which is a semi-
automatic framework that finds affected services, and it further
estimates the effect that an adversary can cause. We first intro-
duce DMiner (Section 5.1), and then we present the results of our
measurement on authoritative servers, resolvers, and application
servers (Sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4).

5.1 DMiner
DMiner is a framework that identifies vulnerable services. It consists
of three components (Figure 7): identifying exploitable authoritative
servers along with their domains and service providers, identifying
exploitable recursive resolvers, and identifying application servers
based on vulnerable DNS infrastructure.
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Figure 7: Workflow of DMiner

Module I: Identifying exploitable authoritative servers along
with their domains and service providers. This module starts
with a list of domains that we are interested in to identify domains
and nameservers affected by Disablance. It further discovers the
corresponding providers and evaluates the Amplification Factor (AF)
of the attack. The AF refers to the number of times the amount
of legitimate DNS traffic is amplified and diverted to the targeted
authoritative server due to Disablance. At a high level, this module
first collects all the nameservers for domains in our study. Then
checks whether these nameservers can be exploited by Disablance.

The module evaluates the impact of Disablance on both FQDNs
and SLDs. This design provides a comprehensive evaluation from
different levels, including FQDNs that do not share the same name-
servers as their SLDs. To obtain representative targets, we use the
top 1 million SLDs from Tranco [48], which have been widely used
in previous studies [33]. However, Tranco does not provide infor-
mation on top-level FQDNs. Therefore, we select the top 1 million
FQDNs from SecRank [93].

DMiner requests the NS records at the parent zone for each
domain, along with the IP addresses of each record. A domain is
considered vulnerable only when all of its candidate nameservers
are vulnerable. As mentioned in Section 3, the attack works against
nameservers that are configured to ignore queries for domains that
they do not host. However, there could be different reasons behind
an unresponsive nameserver (e.g., under maintenance). Hence, we
verify two conditions before labeling a nameserver as vulnerable.
First, the nameserver ignores queries for a domain that is not hosted
on it. Second, it provides responses with correct DNS records to
queries for domains it is hosting. For accurate measurement [88],
DMiner tests each nameserver from three vantage points at three
geographical locations (United States, Germany, and Singapore)
and repeats each query five times. DMiner marks a nameserver as
vulnerable when it ignores all of the 15 queries that check the first
condition and responds correctly to all of the 15 queries for the
second condition. DMiner outputs the affected nameservers and
the domains hosted on them.

Furthermore, we identify the provider of vulnerable nameservers
and the application of affected domains. To identify the provider,
DMiner first extracts their apex domain and sorts them by the
number of hosted domains. Then, we manually determine the top
10 largest hosting providers throughWHOIS data [37], DNS records
(SOA and PTR [62]), databases for nameservers [65], and Google
search. Identifying the affected application requires more steps.
First, we use the above methods to confirm the provider of affected
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domains. Then, we resolve the domain and obtain the IP addresses of
application servers. Next, we obtain server banners, opening ports,
and community comments from resource search engines [79, 87].
Combining the above information, we can infer the application of
the affected domains.

Finally, the amplification factor (AF) of a vulnerable domain will
be evaluated. The AF of DisablanceNS is the number of configured
NS records for an affected domain, and the AF of DisablanceAddress
is the number of IP addresses configured for the nameservers. The
results of this module are analyzed in Section 5.2.
Module II: Identifying exploitable recursive resolvers. The
module takes a list of resolvers as input and contains a group of
machines that simulate exploitable nameservers. It basically sends
queries for domains under our control to the targeted resolvers.

DMiner evaluates open resolvers and public recursive services
since both of them can be leveraged by attackers. While public
recursive services are willingly providing recursive services to ev-
eryone on the internet (e.g., Google DNS) [76], the open resolvers
are actually providing services to everyone, no matter whether it
meets the expectations of their operators (e.g., misconfigured ISP’s
resolver) [46, 74]. With ethical considerations, DMiner first filtered
out unstable open resolvers from our target list. For the past six
months, we scanned active open resolvers in the IPv4 space every
two weeks and only kept querying the ones that have been contin-
uously active. At most, we only sent a request to an address every
two weeks. Additionally, in order to not disturb any actual name-
servers, we equipped DMiner with a set of vulnerable nameservers
to simulate real-world ones. DMiner contains authoritative servers
with the same hardware capacity and in the same /24, to minimize
the difference in their latency. We registered two domains: one
acts as a hosted domain and the other as an attacking domain. The
queries are sent to subdomains of the hosted domain with different
nonce values to simulate that the nameserver is hosting several
domains.

To investigate how resolvers react to such vulnerable name-
servers, we designed an attack scenario for each resolver of three
stages:waking, attacking, and verifying. At thewaking stage, DMiner
sends three queries for the hosted domains to ensure the resolver
is working properly. At the attacking stage, DMiner sends queries
for the attacker’s domain and attempts to deceive the resolver
into selecting only one nameserver in the future. At the verifying
stage, DMiner sends queries for hosted domains, and the controlled
nameservers report the requests from the resolver. Hence, DMiner
can identify whether the attack is successful against the targeted
resolver. Based on the difference in the structure between open
resolvers and public DNS recursive services, the measurement is
adjusted for each type to achieve more accurate results:
(1) Open resolvers. Following the above ethical considerations, DMiner
was fed with the IPv4 address of 37,843 resolvers that have been
operating stably for half a year. For each open resolver, DMiner is
configured to send 10 attacking and 20 verifying queries to check
the successfulness of the attack, and at the same time, avoids over-
loading the resolver. DMiner performs waking, attacking, verifying
stages in sequence and labels an open resolver as affected when all
of the 20 queries are sent to the targeted nameserver. The maximum
of 20 queries is chosen based on the finding of previous studies that
showed that DNS software selects the candidate randomly[3, 64, 95]

when the latency of all the nameservers candidates are equal, which
is the case in our simulated environment. Therefore, theoretically,
the probability that a resolver will select the same candidate for
successive 20 times is very low (DisablanceNS: ( 12 )

20 ≈ 9.5 × 10−7,
DisablanceAddress: ( 14 )

20 ≈ 9.1 × 10−13).
(2) Public DNS recursive services. This measurement tests 14 well-
known public DNS recursive services that operate 100 IP addresses.
For public DNS services, adjustments are applied because it is com-
mon to deploy anycast [60, 76, 90, 91] in which multiple nodes in
a network share the same address to distribute traffic. Therefore,
more attacking packets are required to lower the priority in enough
nodes. To achieve a successful attack, two different scenarios of the
attack can be executed, which DMiner facilitates to confirmwhether
a public resolver is affected: Sequence, similar to the method for
open resolvers, DMiner performs waking, attacking, and verifying
stages in sequence. However, to affect as many nodes as possible, it
sends 100 attacking packets instead of 10. At the verifying stage, it
sends 1000 packets instead of 20 and reports the ratio of packets
that are diverted to the targeted nameserver. The other scenario is
Maintain, an adversary tries to maintain the effect of Disablance
by sending attacking packets continuously. After sending 50 at-
tacking packets in waking stage, DMiner performs the attacking
and verifying stages parallelly. During 500 seconds, DMiner sends
one attacking packet every 10 seconds (50 in total) and sends two
testing packets every second (1000 in total). Then, it counts the
packets that are received by the targeted nameserver.

DMiner further filters out false-positive cases. Such cases include
resolvers that are coincidentally configured to select the nameserver
targeted by us. Thus, DMiner performs a comparison check on both
measurements without the attacking stage. Precisely, the compar-
ison check follows the same steps used to identify if a target is
“exploitable” but without the attacking stage. If the resolver always
picks the targeted nameserver, then it is not considered vulnerable.

DMiner utilizes GeoIP database [57] to determine ASes and lo-
cations of affected open resolvers. This information can be further
used to estimate the amount of traffic an adversary can control. The
results are presented in Section 5.3.
Module III: Identifying application servers based on vulnera-
ble DNS infrastructure. This module checks whether Disablance
can escalate its impact on the affected domains by exploiting their
DNS-based load balancing system (see Section 3.2). Taking the af-
fected domains and authoritative servers as input, DMiner checks
if the attack disrupts their load balancing systems. It then evalu-
ates the Amplification Factor (AF), which refers to the number of
times the amount of application traffic is diverted to the targeted
application server due to Disablance.

For each affected domain, DMiner tests if its nameservers return
distinct record sets. Specifically, DMiner requests A records of the
domain from each authoritative server repeatedly. Hence, it enu-
merates all the IP addresses of the application servers that can be
returned by each authoritative server of a targeted domain. To avoid
enumerating incomplete results or overloading the nameservers,
DMiner limits the test rate and extends the test time. On average,
DMiner tests 3.85 domains every second. It also shuffles the testing
sequence to avoid querying the same server continuously. Finally,
the AF of an affected application is reported. Based on the traffic
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that attackers can centralize, we present the calculation of AF: let
𝑁 be the set of all nameservers that the domain has, and𝐴𝑛 (𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 )
is the set of application servers returned by a nameserver 𝑛, then,
the AF is |⋃𝑛∈𝑁 𝐴𝑛 |

min𝑛∈𝑁 |𝐴𝑛 | . The results are presented in Section 5.4.

5.2 Result Analysis of Authoritative Server
In this section, we report our results on authoritative servers. We
started our measurement on May 12, 2022. Over the course of
one week, DMiner examined the top 1M SecRank FQDNs and the
top 1M Tranco SLDs by utilizing three vantage points (located
in the United States, Germany, and Singapore respectively). Our
results include four aspects: affected domains, authoritative servers,
hosting providers, and amplification factors.
Domains. We found that even top domains are at risk from Dis-
ablance. In total, 222,370 (22.24%) top FQDNs and 39,392 (3.94%)
top SLDs are affected. The distribution of such domains is shown
in Table 2. Zooming in the top 100 domains, the proportion of vul-
nerable FQDNs and SLDs increase to 29% and 11%, respectively.
Such vulnerable domains are related to popular applications. The
most popular application is the API for a mobile operating system,
whose FQDNs are at rank 2 and 9. Short-form video applications,
which are related to 26 domains among the top 100 FQDNs, are
also heavily affected. Besides, several popular FQDNs that serve
E-commerce services (rank 50 and 54, 180, 181, 186, and 200), cloud
services (rank 169), and medical services (rank 190 and 191) that
require high availability can be impacted by Disablance. Web ser-
vices on popular SLDs are also vulnerable, including video-sharing
services (rank 19) and blogs (rank 26 and 79).

We also analyzed the differences and intersections in the results
obtained from the two domain lists. First, we examined the vulner-
able SecRank FQDNs and identified 91,903 SLDs that are shared
by 27.97% of the total 328,528 FQDNs. This proportion was higher
than that of vulnerable FQDNs and SLDs. Then, we focused on
the SLDs obtained from affected SecRank FQDNs and found that
22.26% (8,770) of the vulnerable Tranco SLDs overlapped. Inter-
estingly, an SLD serving an E-commerce site was represented in
both domain lists and had the most FQDNs detected (9,020 SecRank
FQDNs belonging to the Tranco SLD were found).

We further estimated that DNS traffic could be diverted by Dis-
ablance. To do this, we collaborated with one of the largest DNS
providers, 114DNS [1, 14], and collected passive DNS data from
its public recursive service. During the same one-week period in
which DMiner examined vulnerable domains, we searched for the
responses to queries for FQDNs belonging to affected SLDs and
observed 61,601,477 unique FQDNs. While these results may not
accurately represent the FQDNs affected by Disablance, we believe
they demonstrate the massive DNS traffic that an adversary could
manipulate.
Authoritative servers. In top 1M FQDNs, 5,623 out of 47,925
(11.73%) authoritative servers were exploitable, while 13,964 out

Table 2: Distribution of affected domains

Top 10 100 1K 10K 100K 1M

# FQDN 20% 29% 34.7% 26.9% 25.3% 22.2%
# SLD 10% 11% 6.8% 5.5% 4.6% 3.9%

Table 3: Top 10 affected providers for the top sites

Top 1M FQDNs Top 1M SLDs

Provider Servicea # Hosting Provider Servicea # Hosting

Tencent Cloud Cloud 62,607 Tencent Cloud Cloud 8,119
WANGSU Cloud 34,838 DNS.COM Cloud 4,071
DNS.COM Cloud 9,949 WANGSU Cloud 2,738
GNAME Domain 7,647 GNAME Domain 1,645
360 Cloud 2,212 Freenom Domain 580
SFN Domain 1,920 Danesconames Domain 390
Baidu Cloud Cloud 965 Baidu Cloud Cloud 337
22.cn Cloud 843 XZ.com Domain 250
Na.wang Cloud 623 22.cn Cloud 226
CNDNS Cloud 345 Heteml Cloud 218

Total 222,370 Total 39,392
a Domain services include domain hosting and registration, while cloud services include all domain
services and other cloud services, such as VPS and CDN.

of 317,222 (4.40%) authoritative servers for domains in top 1M
SLDs were found vulnerable. We confirmed in Section 4.1 that the
nameserver latency is a factor affecting the efficiency of Disablance.
Here we demonstrate that Disablance is powerful when considering
the factor of latency. Our investigation reveals that 96.76% of top
FQDNs and 68.57% of top SLDs have latency that is lower than
50ms. Assuming adversaries are executing the attack through the
most popular recursive implementation (BIND9, sharing 60.2% of
identified open resolvers in the wild [46]), they can divert more than
7,933 queries on average to the targeted nameserver by sending
only 10 attacking packets when the nameservers’ latency is lower
than 50ms (as shown in Figure 5(b)).
DNS service providers. Our results show that Disablance can
impact the performance of popular providers. Table 3 summarized
the affected providers used by the top FQDNs and SLDs. These
providers are well-known and can host a large number of domains.
For example, Tencent Cloud (DNSPod) [82], a popular provider
affected by Disablance, is hosting a considerable number of pop-
ular sites (6.26% of top 1M FQDNs and 0.81% of top 1M SLDs). By
performing Disablance, an adversary can divert a massive amount
of legitimate traffic toward targeted nameservers that affect many
clients. We also found that exploitable nameservers can be deployed
on popular cloud providers (e.g., VPS of Amazon [10]), despite their
domain hosting service are not directly affected by Disablance.
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Figure 8: Amplification factors of Disablance

Amplification Factor. DMiner evaluates AFs for the two types of
Disablance (DisablanceNS and DisablanceAddress). The result is
shown in Figure 8. The average AF for DisablanceNS is 2.55× for
the vulnerable top FQDNs, while it is 2.26× for the vulnerable top
SLDs (Up to 13×, 16× for FQDNs and SLDs, respectively). When
performing DisablanceAddress, the average of the AF reaches 8.51×
for the vulnerable top FQDNs, while it is 6.84× for the vulnerable
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top SLDs (up to 32×, 46× for FQDNs and SLDs, respectively). Also,
note that the effect of Disablance involves all domains hosted on
the targeted nameserver rather than affects a single domain.

We conducted a simulation to confirm that Disablance is capable
of amplifying DNS traffic to a theoretical amplification factor (AF)
in a real-world environment. We first set up a vulnerable domain
with two NSes severing to eight sites with the same configuration
as one of the largest vulnerable DNS providers. Then, we deployed
machines acting as recursive resolvers, which ran BIND9, Pow-
erDNS, and MSDNS respectively. After sending attacking queries,
we calculated the legitimate queries that were continuously sent to
the targeted nameserver (the same metric stated in Section 4). We
found the actual AF was equal to the theoretical one in all cases we
tested.
Case study.We find that domains requiring high availability are
suffering a greater amplification impact since they are assigned
more nameservers for load balancing. For example, the AF reaches
32× in eight FQDNs serving a financial institution. Similarly, the AF
reaches 46× for a vulnerable SLD owned by a technology company.

5.3 Result Analysis of Recursive Resolver
This section analyzes the measurement results of 37,843 stable open
resolvers and 14 public DNS services.
Open resolvers. The measurement started on December 14, 2021.
During a 10-day period, DMiner examined targeted open resolvers
through a vantage point in the United States. Among 37,843 stable
IPv4 open resolvers we tested, 14,372 (37.88%) are at risk of Dis-
ablance. Specifically, 12,636 (33.39%) and 9,329 (24.65%) resolvers
are impacted by DisablanceNS and DisablanceAddress, respectively.

We also found that affected open resolvers are located around the
world (as shown in Figure 9). In total, the open resolvers that can be
affected by Disablance are distributed in 130 countries, 2,821 cities,
and 1,778 ASes, indicating that they are serving a considerable
number of users whose DNS traffic can be diverted by Disablance.

1 5 50 500

Figure 9: Heat Map of affected open DNS resolvers

Public DNS recursive services. The measurement started on
December 29, 2021. During a 70-hour period, DMiner inspected the
IP addresses operating by public DNS recursive services through
the same vantage point in the US. The result is shown in Table 4.
Our result indicates that 45 of 100 of the resolvers operated by
10 of the 14 providers are exploitable including Cloudflare [22],
OneDNS [83], and Quad9 [75]. We also found that 10 providers
are affected by DisablanceNS in which 8 of them can be impacted

with a high success rate. In addition, 8 providers are at risk of
DisablanceAddress, of which 4 of them have a high success rate.

We further observed that some providers have only a subset of
their servers that are affected. For example, the nodes of Cloudflare
at the IPv6 are affected, while those running under IPv4 are not.
We discussed with vendors and confirmed the reason behind this:
their nodes for different IP addresses are deployed with different
software implementations.
Table 4: Statistic of affected IP addresses provided by public
DNS recursive services

Ve
nd
or

Aff
ect

ed

𝑁1a 𝑁2b 𝐴1c 𝐴2 # A
/ #

T
d

Google DNS [32] NO 0/4
CloudFlare [22] YES ✔ 4/14
OpenDNS [20] NO 0/12
OneDNS [83] YES ✔ ✔ 4/6
Quad9 [75] YES ✔ ✔ ✔ 11/14
DNS.WATCH [27] NO 0/4
FreeDNS [29] YES ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 5/5
TWNIC Quad 101 [84] YES ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 4/4
CleanBrowsing [21] YES ✔ ✔ 6/12
Baidu DNS [15] YES ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 1/1
UncensoredDNS [85] YES ✔ ✔ ✔ 1/4
AliDNS [5] NO 0/4
Alternate DNS [8] YES ✔ ✔ ✔ 2/4
OpenNIC [69] YES ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 7/12

Total 45/100
a The existence of targets that are affected by DisablanceNS with a success rate
between 75% and 90%.

b The success rate is between 90% and 100%.
c Targets affected by DisablanceAddress.
d The number of affected and total IP addresses.

5.4 Result Analysis of Application Servers with
Exploitable Load Balancing Systems

This section reports our findings on vulnerable application servers
where the attack can be escalated by exploiting their DNS-based
load balancing system.

We used DMiner to identify such cases and calculate the AF
(Section 5.1). The three-day measurement was started on May 22,
2022, with the same vantage points utilized in Section 5.2. We found
that Disablance can further disrupt the load balancing of 1,010 top
FQDNs and 183 top SLDs. In vulnerable FQDNs, we found APIs
for popular short-form video applications (rank 48), mobile operat-
ing systems (rank 162), E-commerce services (rank 3,322) and IoT
management (rank 4,683). Top SLDs can also be affected, including
applications for logistics (rank 2,401), banking (rank 4,132), and
television services (rank 5,174). DMiner also evaluated AFs while
Disablance disrupts the DNS-based load balancing for application
servers. The average of the AF is 1.71× for top FQDNs, while it is
2.23× for those in top SLDs (Up to 8×, 4× for top FQDNs and SLDs,
respectively).
Case study. The FQDN that suffered the highest AF serves an API
service for a news application. The domain name equipped with
24 unique IP addresses for its application servers. Unfortunately,
eight authoritative servers exclusively provide a subset of these IP
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addresses (three application servers) and are sensitive to Disablance.
Consequently, an attacker can divert 8× legitimate upper-layer
traffic from users to application servers.

6 MITIGATION
In this section, we propose mitigation solutions for authoritative
servers and resolver operators to protect against Disablance.
Authoritative servers. We discussed this issue with the affected
hosting services. They confirmed that dropping DNS queries for
non-authoritative domains is adopted as a defense mechanism to
protect against DNS amplification attacks. Specifically, attackers
try to overload ISPs’ recursive resolvers. Through IP spoofing, they
trick nameservers of hosting services to respond to the queries from
“resolvers”. Since attackers do not know the exact hosted domains
on the nameservers, ignoring the queries for non-authoritative do-
mains is a simple and effective defense mechanism. However, this
strategy facilitates Disablance and also violates the DNS specifica-
tion [12]: “ Failing to respond at all is always incorrect, regardless
of the configuration of the server”. By analyzing the response of
nameservers that are not affected by Disablance in Section 5.2, we
observed that a negative answer (e.g., REFUSED and SERVFAIL) is
returned when a query for a non-authoritative domain is received.

We suggest an accurate response for non-authoritative domains
that follow the DNS standard [47], which is to return REFUSED with
an extended DNS (EDNS) error code (Code 20: Not Authoritative). In
case the resolver does not support EDNS [25], we suggest returning
REFUSED instead of other misleading errors (e.g., SERVFAIL is an
error response that indicates server failure). Such a strategy was
found in some hosting services (e.g., Godaddy [31]) that are not
affected by Disablance. These responses do not cause DDoS attacks
since it does not generate more responding packets than what
the adversary sent. It is challenging to trace the attacker from the
side of authoritative servers since they only observe the legitimate
resolvers overload specified nameservers through benign traffic.
Hence, fixing the root causes is necessary to mitigate Disablance.

We disclosed the issue and shared our recommendations with
several hosting services serving large numbers of domains. Ac-
cordingly, at the time of writing this paper, Tencent Cloud fixed
this issue. TSSNS acknowledged the issue and is preparing to fix
it. Amazon also implemented a monitoring technique to protect
nameservers deployed on their cloud service since they cannot
control them directly.
Recursive resolvers. Although it is theoretically possible to trace
and filter out attackers’ domains from the resolver side, we believe
adjusting the algorithm is far more efficient for fixing the issue at
the level of recursive resolvers since these software are installed on
most of the affected resolvers. Through discussion, we confirmed
that several vendors develop their public DNS recursive services
on top of open-source DNS software.

Two reasons cause a resolver to be impacted by Disablance:
Sharing the status of nameservers across all authoritative domains
and decreasing the priority of a nameserver when the query is
timed-out. In Section 4.1, we found Unbound and Knot Resolver
are not affected by Disablance. Unbound maintains the status of
nameservers per delegation instead of sharing the global status
across all domains. Although Unbound is not affected by Disablance,

this could cause a new attack by overloading the cache of a resolver.
We leave investigating the impact of this attack for future work.

We recommend addressing this issue by adopting the strategy of
Knot Resolver. Like BIND9 and PowerDNS, Knot Resolver shares
the status of nameservers across all authoritative domains and
penalizes the nameserver that failed to respond. However, instead
of always selecting the candidate with the lowest statistic latency,
Knot tries other candidates with a predetermined probability. If
a candidate failed to respond in the past, Knot restores its status
once it responds successfully. We believe that this solution does
not require much code modification. and maintains the resources
of the resolver.

We have reported to all the vendors of the affected software
(BIND, PowerDNS, and Microsoft DNS). All of them acknowledged
our findings. Unfortunately, they insist that the vulnerability should
be fixed by authoritative servers.

7 DISCUSSION
Ethical Considerations. Adhering to guidelines [42, 71] of ethical
principles, we carefully design our measurements and report our
findings to relevant vendors. The primary ethical concern of this
study is avoiding negative consequences while detecting affected
servers in the real world. To this end, we limited the number and
rate of packets sent and set up our own domains and nameservers
for experiments, as detailed in Section 5.

While evaluating real-world resolvers, we only included stable
open DNS resolvers. Previous studies [46, 74] have shown that
unstable open resolvers tend to be end-user devices (e.g., home
routers) with limited hardware capacities. Due to misconfiguration,
such resolvers are exposed to the Internet unintentionally and
should be removed from a large-scale measurement study. Also,
we limited the scope of our open resolvers scanning. Instead of
scanning the entire IPv4 space during each scan, we focused only
on open resolvers that were identified as alive in the previous scan.

We have also reported our findings and recommendations to
many affected vendors, including all developers of the affected DNS
software and most of the hosting services mentioned in this paper.
Evidence of existing attacks in the real world. After disclo-
sure, we had online discussions with leading DNS hosting service
providers. Surprisingly, one renowned DNS provider, which pro-
vided both hosting service and public recursive services, presented
evidence of the existing Disablance in their network: They noticed
that their recursive resolver kept selecting one of DNSPod’s over-
seas authoritative servers without bothering to query the other 14
candidates (Figure 1). Such a phenomenon caught their attention
because it significantly increased the latency of DNS resolution:
about 21× more than the normal situation. They first considered
BGP routing failure and spent 81 hours finding out the real cause:
the resolution of a “misconfigured” domain. After we introduced
Disablance, they also acknowledged that such attacks diverting be-
nign traffic could bypass their several existing defense mechanisms
against DoS traffic.
DNS attacks targeting load balancing. A previous study pre-
sented several related methodologies to attack DNS load balanc-
ing [26], including IP fragmentation, rate-limiting, and low-rate
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bursts. However, we believe there are significant differences be-
tween the two studies.

The targets that fulfill the requirements for Disablance are more
prevalent. Specifically, IP fragmentation requires tricking the tar-
geted nameserver into reducing the Maximum Transmission Unit
(MTU) to less than 512 bytes. However, less than 0.7% of name-
servers for the top 100K Alexa [9] domains meet this condition [99].
Likewise, triggering the rate-limiting of nameservers requires the
attacker to send queries at high speed. Even when an attacker sends
4K queries in a second, less than 10% of nameservers for the top
100K Alexa domains will drop more than 90% of queries [56]. Be-
sides, both IP fragmentation and rate-limiting require IP address
spoofing. As of Jan 2023, only 8.9% of IPv4 address blocks allow
spoofing [18, 54]. Further, the low-rate attack requires accurate
time synchronization across multiple agents (e.g., Botnet). This
condition is difficult to satisfy in the real world [100].

Compared with the above methodologies, Disablance is a new
attack that has not been revealed before and only requires sending
a handful of packets to the victim (Section 4). The results reveal that
22.24% of the top FQDNs and 37.88% of open resolvers investigated
can be targeted by Disablance. In summary, we believe Disablance
is a novel and feasible attack that demands fewer requirements.
Limitations.While testing real-world open resolvers, we did not
apply repeated measurements to avoid overloading. Instead, we
performed a conservative detection by sending a limited number
of packets from a single vantage point. Such a decision could affect
accuracy. However, our measurement still identified a consider-
able number of vulnerable DNS resolvers and demonstrated that
Disablance is a realistic threat.

In evaluating vulnerable domains, we selected top SecRank FQDNs
and Tranco SLDs. It is possible for some FQDNs to share the same
nameservers with their corresponding SLDs, leading to repeated
evaluations. However, this design allowed us to examine the issue
from different zoom levels. In addition, using Tranco SLDs is more
representative than focusing solely on the SLDs within SecRank
FQDNs, as the Tranco sites have been widely used in research.

To estimate the potential traffic that can be manipulated, we
searched for the FQDNs belonging to vulnerable SLDs in PDNS
data. The resulting number is not an exact count of exploitable
FQDNs, as some FQDNs are ephemeral, and there could be a time
misalignment between our measurement and PDNS data collection.
Also, the 114DNS dataset could miss some FQDNs that only serve
limited regions. However, we believe the result is representative
and confirm that a large amount of traffic is vulnerable to abuse by
attackers.

From the perspective of attackers, a limitation of Disablance
is that it can not directly target all nameservers and disrupt the
resolution. While the priorities of all nameservers are lower, all vul-
nerable software we tested will still choose a candidate nameserver
randomly instead of canceling the resolution. However, we have
shown that Disablance is capable of disrupting load balancing, as
detailed in section 4 and 5.

8 RELATEDWORKS
Attacking load balancing.A significant effort has been devoted to
revealing the threats toward load balancing mechanisms for differ-
ent applications. Allman et al. [7] presented several configurations
that undermine the envisioned robustness of DNS ecosystem. And
Hao et al. [35] introduced a redirection hijacking that can disable
load balancing for CDN. Another research [81] studied a streaming
service, Akamai, and found that the service was highly vulnerable
to intentional service degradation. Another work [73] suggested
that load balancing algorithms should be carefully chosen in differ-
ent scenarios. Our research presents a novel attack that sabotages
the load balancing mechanisms of authoritative servers.
Overloading DNS servers. DNS servers are attractive targets
for attackers, and previous studies have disclosed a body of at-
tacks that aim to overload them. Some of them abused open ser-
vices (e.g., NTP) and generated IP-spoofed requests to reflect an-
swers to the targeted server [44, 77, 78]. Some amplification attacks
leveraged complex DNS responses. e.g., long CNAME chains can
be exploited to carry amplification attacks against authoritative
servers [17]. Additionally, an attacker can craft NS records and over-
load DNS servers [2, 94]. DNSSEC is also potential for amplification
attacks [86]. DNS water torture attack was a kind of DDoS attack
targeting authoritative servers [4, 55]. Besides, an attack can ren-
der resolvers to consume more CPU resources [50]. Providers of
DNS services were also the targets of millions of devices in Mirai
Botnet [13]. In contrast, the attack introduced in this paper does
not require a complex DNS query crafting, nor does it require the
attacker to have a complex or high-performance infrastructure.
Analyzing authoritative server selection. Previous studies [3,
64, 95, 97] examined the strategies of common DNS resolvers for se-
lecting authoritative servers. Two methods were common to reveal
the strategies: Designing simulation experiments for DNS software,
and inspecting outgoing DNS queries from resolvers in the wild.
They concluded that most implementations prefer authoritative
servers with the lowest latency, while others choose randomly.
However, few of them analyzed source code. In this paper, we an-
alyzed the source code of well-known DNS implementations and
further understood how Disablance affects them.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a new attack, the Disablance, that dis-
rupts the load balancing for authoritative servers. We discovered a
prevalent misconfiguration for nameservers and an implementa-
tion decision in mainstream DNS software that an adversary can
leverage to divert legitimate DNS traffic to a targeted nameserver.
We confirmed that Disablance is realistic, efficient, and prevalent.
A large number of top sites can be victims. Even popular cloud
services can be affected. Besides, a number of stable open resolvers
and several well-known public DNS service providers are also ex-
ploitable. Moving forward, we provided suggestions to mitigate the
threat of Disablance and responsibly disclosed this issue to vendors
and service providers. As of the time of writing this paper, vendors,
including Tencent Cloud and Amazon, have taken action to fix it.
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